
MESSAGE REGARDING NEW CIRCUIT COURT POLICIES IN CRIMINAL CASES (5/28/20) 

 The Circuit Court will be implementing several new policies affecting criminal litigants and 
practitioners.  First, a temporary policy change makes all active (non-retired) judges available for a 
limited period to hear guilty pleas in criminal cases.  Second, counsel in Track 2, 3 and 4 criminal cases 
can waive their appearances and that of their clients by contacting the Assignment Office to obtain a 
scheduling order.   

TEMPORARY CIRCUIT COURT POLICY REGARDING AVAILABILITY OF PLEA JUDGES 

 Beginning on June 9, 2020, and effective through July 2, 2020, all 24 active Circuit Court judges 
will be plea-eligible in Track 2, 3, and 4 cases.  This means that if the State and defense counsel agree on 
a plea to be entered before any active judge, the matter will be scheduled at the earliest possible time.  
Individual judges may choose to hear the pleas remotely and/or defer sentencing in appropriate cases.  
Pleas will be heard no earlier than June 22, and subject to the availability of that particular judge.  If 
certain judges receive a disproportionate number of pleas such that they cannot be scheduled within a 
reasonable amount of time, the parties will be notified and asked to agree upon another active judge. 

 This procedure is available for pre-indictment pleas, and even though a pretrial date has already 
passed.  It is not available where a case has already been set for a  resolution conference before a senior 
(retired) judge, or a particular active judge is already scheduled to hear the plea, nor in the event that a 
plea has already been taken and sentencing has been deferred.  It is also not available for appeals or 
jury-demanded cases from the District Court. 

 If the State and defense counsel agree on a plea before the active judge, counsel should contact 
the judge before whom the plea is to be taken by telephone no earlier than June 9 .  Please do not call 
ahead of time or on June 8 when the court reopens.   The judge will notify the Assignment Office of the 
date and time for the proposed plea, and make arrangements for remote participation, if necessary.  
Judges should schedule the plea for no later than 9:00 a.m. on a morning docket, or else in the 
afternoon so as not to interfere with existing caseload.  Defense counsel in all pleas should consider the 
possibility of remote pleas where warranted. 

 Existing resolution conference dockets with senior judges will continue, and senior judges will be 
available to preside over them per the existing practices, although procedures may be developed to 
hear some of those cases remotely in the future, as well. 

WAIVER OF APPEARANCE AT 4-215 HEARINGS 

 In all Track 2, 3, and 4 criminal cases, effective immediately, the State and defense counsel shall 
contact the Assignment Office when defense counsel enters a line of appearance, in order to set dates 
for the Scheduling Order (240-777-9000, and choose option 4 for criminal clerk, when prompted).  There 
will thereafter be no need for the State or defense counsel to appear on the Rule 4-215 initial 
appearance date.  All defendants who are unrepresented will be required to appear, however, to be 
advised of the right to counsel.  The summons that is served on the defendant will now say, in pertinent 
part:  “If you are represented by an attorney who has notified this court that he/she is representing you, 
you do not have to appear on the date and time stated above.  Counsel will inform you of future court 
dates.  If you are not represented by an attorney who has notified this court that he/she is representing 
you, you must appear on the date and time stated above.  You must wear a mask when you enter the 



courthouse and observe social distancing rules as set forth on the court’s website 
montgomerycountymd.gov/cct.” 

 This policy change is expected to drastically curtail the number of attorneys and defendants who 
will need to appear on the Friday morning 4-215 docket.  An Assistant State’s Attorney and a Public 
Defender should be on hand for that docket, however, to assist the court with potential questions about 
pending cases that have not been removed from the docket. 

Robert A. Greenberg 

Administrative Judge 

   


